
ENGAGE 

 

 

 

INSPIRE 

(A key part of healthy group life is to make sure your group gets to know each other and builds good relationships. The purpose of 

these first questions is to help your group open up. Please don’t feel like you have to ask each question. Once you feel like the 

group is ready, move onto the “Inspire” section.) 

 What was the best thing that happened to you this past week? What was the worst thing? 

Prayer:  Take some time to pray for God to speak to your group through this week’s study. 

(Each question has a lot to unpack. Since the group may need time to process each question, don’t let silence scare you. Try to 

avoid filling the space with unnecessary explanation or moving on from the question too quickly.) 

 

1. What is something you learned from this week’s sermon? 

2. What do you think are the most common addictions today? 

3. How have you been personally impacted because someone in your life suffers from an addiction?  What 

are the challenges?  How do you see addiction affect that person? 

4. Take some time to discuss the Path of Addiction.  What stands out to you?  

5. Why is it important to abstain from harmful activities?  Why is  

abstinence unpopular? 

6. Which of aspect of the Path of Grace resonates with you the 

most?  Is there one you would emphasize more in helping some-

one with an addiction?  Why? 

7. Considering both lists, where are you the most vulnerable?  What can you do about it?  Where are you 

the strengthened the most? 

8. How might Scriptures like Colossians 1:13-14 and Psalm 139:7-12 speak hope into someone’s life who is 

battling with addiction?  What do these passages reveal about us?  About God? 

Path of Addiction Path of Grace 

Introduction  Hope 

Unhealthy Habits Community 

Disorientation  Identity Found 

Identity Lost  Reorientation 

Isolation  Holy Habits 

Despair  Deliverance 



EQUIP 

 

Application: 

(These questions will challenge your group members to apply the study to their daily lives. How can they live out what they take in? It is highly important that you 

go over this section with your group each week for the group study to be a success.) 

 

 Have you, at some point, been addicted to something?  What was it?  How did that addiction affect your 

way of life? 

 

 What are ways in which you can be a light to people who are living in a place of despair caused by their 

addiction? 

 

Prayer: 

Take some time to pray over each group member’s identified action steps and life issues. 

 

Equip Your Mind: 

Many are saying to me, “There is no help for you in God.” But you, O Lord, are a shield around me, my glory, 

and the one who lifts up my head. I cry aloud to the Lord, and he answers me from his holy hill. 

Psalm 3:2-4 (NRSV) 

 

 

Path of Addiction 

Introduction—Exposure to the stimuli 

Unhealthy Habits—A pattern is developed and the brain seeks more stimuli 

Disorientation—Oppressive control sets in as the reasoning and impulse control of the brain is by-passed 

Identity Lost—You are labeled an “addict”; it starts to define who you are 

Isolation—People separate from you due to your harmful behavior 

Despair—You see no way out; you believe damage is irreparable and change is impossible 

Path of Grace 

Hope—Jesus, the Light, shines into the darkness (Is 9:2; John 8:12; 2 Co 4:4) 

Community—We need others to speak truth in love; to encourage (Proverbs 18:24; 1 Peter 1:22) 

Identity is Found—You rediscover who you are in Christ (2 Co 5:17; 1 John 3:1) 

Reorientation—Your moral compass is recalibrated to true north—Jesus Christ (Phil 4:8; Titus 2:11-14) 

Holy Habits—Gal 5:22-23; Eph 4:32-5:2; Col 3:12 

Deliverance—You are free from bondage (John 8:36; Rom 6:4, 6, 7, 11, 15-23) 


